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FICTION

Christmas with The Binding

Wrapping Paper

To celebrate the success of The Binding
and all the love you have been showing
for this fantastic adult debut, we are
producing a signed hardback with a
limited edition foiled bookmark inside,
exclusive to Indies.
We also have wrapping paper and a
downloadable poster – both available
through Indie Thinking:
independentthinking@harpercollins.co.uk

Limited Edition Bookmark
- Foil design
Downloadable poster

THE BINDING
Bridget Collins
The most captivating novel of 2019
‘Utterly brilliant’ Joanna Cannon
‘Truly spellbinding’ Guardian
‘Pure magic’ Erin Kelly
‘A real treat’ The Times
‘Gorgeous' Stella Duffy
‘Astounding’ Anna Mazzola
Imagine you could erase your grief.
Imagine you could forget your pain.
Imagine you could hide a secret.
Forever.
Emmett Farmer is working in the fields when a letter arrives summoning him to begin an
apprenticeship. He will work for a Bookbinder, a vocation that arouses fear, superstition and
prejudice – but one neither he nor his parents can afford to refuse.
He will learn to hand-craft beautiful volumes, and within each he will capture something unique and
extraordinary: a memory. If there’s something you want to forget, he can help. If there’s something
you need to erase, he can assist. Your past will be stored safely in a book and you will never
remember your secret, however terrible.
In a vault under his mentor’s workshop, row upon row of books – and memories – are meticulously
stored and recorded.
Then one day Emmett makes an astonishing discovery: one of them has his name on it.
THE BINDING is an unforgettable, magical novel: a boundary-defying love story and a unique
literary event.

9780008272142

December 26, 2019
B-format paperback
The Borough Press
Modern & Contemporary Fiction (post C 1945)

£8.99

Pub
date
moved!

A4 standee
(jacket image)
Key bunting

Window Vinyl 1 – A3
Window Vinyl 2 – A3

Title Cling – A3

To celebrate the paperback of The Binding, we have some fantastic POS for you!
We have some gorgeous window packs so you can thoroughly bedeck your shop as well as bookmarks to showcase The Binding to
your customers.
Window pack ISBN: 9780007982103 (x3 window clings (3 desgins), x1 pack of bunting and x1 A4 standee)
Bookmarks ISBN: 9780007982110

The Binding – Paperback POS
COMPETITION TIME!
You can enter if you request a window pack and tweet your picture;
tagging @boroughpress and @indiethinking for the chance to win
two glorious prizes…
A case of wine and an opportunity to attend a book-binding course!
Order through your rep today!

Adults POS

To celebrate the publication of
Adults in January, we have
this gorgeous bookmark for
you!
Double sided with wonderful
quotes on the back.

Order via Indie Thinking;
independentthinking@harpercollins.co.uk

MY DARK VANESSA
POS PACKS
2 x Double Sided A2 Posters
25 x Bookmarks
Order now
ISBN: 9780007981557

INDIES SIGNED EDITION
Available on pub date

9780008389314

PUB DATE
CHANGE:
31st March

Window ISBN’s
9780007982172 - MISSY ILLUSTRATION
WINDOW CLING
9780007982189 - DOG ILLUSTRATION
WINDOW CLING
9780007982196 - COUPLE ILLUSTRATION
WINDOW CLING
9780007982202 - MAN IN BLAZER
ILLUSTRATION WINDOW CLING
9780007982219 - WOMAN WITH PRAM
ILLUSTRATION WINDOW CLING

Double-sided Bookmark
ISBN: 9780007982158

Saving Missy POS Available!
ISBN for signed exclusive
indies edition; featuring a
foreword by Beth Morrey
9780008389727

“ Your whole life depends on the next
beat of Henry’s heart… ”

THE WOLF HALL TRILOGY – THE MIRROR
AND THE LIGHT
Hilary Mantel
Preorder the long-awaited sequel to Wolf Hall and Bring Up the Bodies, the stunning conclusion to
Hilary Mantel’s Man Booker Prize-winning Wolf Hall trilogy.
‘If you cannot speak truth at a beheading, when can you speak it?’
England, May 1536. Anne Boleyn is dead, decapitated in the space of a heartbeat by a hired
French executioner. As her remains are bundled into oblivion, Thomas Cromwell breakfasts with
the victors. The blacksmith’s son from Putney emerges from the spring’s bloodbath to continue his
climb to power and wealth, while his formidable master, Henry VIII, settles to short-lived happiness
with his third queen, before Jane dies giving birth to the male heir he most craves.
Cromwell is a man with only his wits to rely on; he has no great family to back him, no private
army. Despite rebellion at home, traitors plotting abroad and the threat of invasion testing Henry’s
regime to breaking point, Cromwell’s robust imagination sees a new country in the mirror of the
future. But can a nation, or a person, shed the past like a skin? Do the dead continually unbury
themselves? What will you do, the Spanish ambassador asks Cromwell, when the king turns on
you, as sooner or later he turns on everyone close to him?
With The Mirror and the Light, Hilary Mantel brings to a triumphant close the trilogy she began with
Wolf Hall and Bring Up the Bodies. She traces the final years of Thomas Cromwell, the boy from
nowhere who climbs to the heights of power, offering a defining portrait of predator and prey, of a
ferocious contest between present and past, between royal will and a common man’s vision: of a
modern nation making itself through conflict, passion and courage.

9780007480999
March 05, 2020
Hardback
Fourth Estate
Historical Fiction
Standard Hardback

£25.00

The Independent Bookshop special
edition of The Mirror and the Light
includes exclusive material from
Hilary Mantel about, amongst other
things, the books that inspired the
series, the poetry of Thomas Wyatt
and Tudor jellies.

Exclusive Indies edition
9780008390600

THE WOLF HALL TRILOGY – THE MIRROR
AND THE LIGHT
Hilary Mantel
Preorder the long-awaited sequel to Wolf Hall and Bring Up the Bodies, the stunning conclusion to
Hilary Mantel’s Man Booker Prize-winning Wolf Hall trilogy.
‘If you cannot speak truth at a beheading, when can you speak it?’
England, May 1536. Anne Boleyn is dead, decapitated in the space of a heartbeat by a hired
French executioner. As her remains are bundled into oblivion, Thomas Cromwell breakfasts with
the victors. The blacksmith’s son from Putney emerges from the spring’s bloodbath to continue his
climb to power and wealth, while his formidable master, Henry VIII, settles to short-lived happiness
with his third queen, before Jane dies giving birth to the male heir he most craves.
Cromwell is a man with only his wits to rely on; he has no great family to back him, no private
army. Despite rebellion at home, traitors plotting abroad and the threat of invasion testing Henry’s
regime to breaking point, Cromwell’s robust imagination sees a new country in the mirror of the
future. But can a nation, or a person, shed the past like a skin? Do the dead continually unbury
themselves? What will you do, the Spanish ambassador asks Cromwell, when the king turns on
you, as sooner or later he turns on everyone close to him?
With The Mirror and the Light, Hilary Mantel brings to a triumphant close the trilogy she began with
Wolf Hall and Bring Up the Bodies. She traces the final years of Thomas Cromwell, the boy from
nowhere who climbs to the heights of power, offering a defining portrait of predator and prey, of a
ferocious contest between present and past, between royal will and a common man’s vision: of a
modern nation making itself through conflict, passion and courage.

9780008366735
March 05, 2020
CD standard audio format
Fourth Estate
Historical Fiction

£19.99

POS

A2 PRE-ORDER POSTER
9780007981892
*Delivers in December 2019*

FSDU
ISBN: 9780007981922
*Design to be finalised

STANDARD POS PACK
ISBN: 9780007981915
2 x A2 double sided posters
1 x A3 Standee
1 x Bunting
50 x Bookmarks

BIG POS PACK
ISBN: 9780007981908
4 x A2 double sided posters
2 x A3 Standee
2 x Bunting
100 x Bookmarks

Little Women
(Seasons Edition
_ _ Winter)

Pride and Prejudice
(Seasons Edition
_ _ Winter)

Tale of Two Cities
(Seasons Edition
_ _ Winter)

Wuthering Heights
(Seasons Edition
_ _ Winter)

9780785230809

9780785230779

9780785230823

9780785230793

Exclusive editions of literatures most beloved stories.
Featuring a laser-cut jacket on a cloth-over-board book with foil stamping, all
titles in this series will be first editions and will include individual numbered
stickering.

Seasons Editions – Winter
RRP Change: Now £14.99

55% discount on these titles

THIS LOVELY CITY
Louise Hare
‘FULL OF LIFE AND LOVE… IT MADE MY HEART SOAR, AND SHOULD BE ON EVERY
LONDONER'S SHELF’ Stacey Halls, Sunday Times bestselling author of The Familiars

The drinks are flowing. The music is playing. But the party can’t last.
With the Blitz over and London reeling from war, jazz musician Lawrie Matthews has answered
England’s call for help. Fresh off the Empire Windrush, he’s taken a tiny room in south London
lodgings, and has fallen in love with the girl next door.
Touring Soho’s music halls by night, pacing the streets as a postman by day, Lawrie has poured
his heart into his new home – and it’s alive with possibility. Until, one morning, he makes a terrible
discovery.
As the local community rallies, fingers of blame are pointed at those who had recently been
welcomed with open arms. And, before long, the newest arrivals become the prime suspects in a
tragedy which threatens to tear the city apart.
Atmospheric, poignant and compelling, Louise Hare’s debut shows that new arrivals have always
been the prime suspects. But, also, that there is always hope.

9780008332570
March 12, 2020
Hardback
HQ
Historical Fiction

£12.99

COLTER SHAW THRILLER (1) – THE NEVER
GAME
Jeffery Deaver
Escape or die trying…
No.1 international bestseller Jeffery Deaver returns with a stunning new thriller – the first in an
exciting series featuring enigmatic investigator Colter Shaw.
A student kidnapped from the park…
Nineteen-year-old Sophie disappears one summer afternoon. She wakes up to find herself locked
inside a derelict warehouse, surrounded by five objects. If she uses them wisely, she will escape
her prison. Otherwise she will die.
An investigator running out of time…
Sophie’s distraught father calls in the one man who can help find his daughter: unique investigator
Colter Shaw. Raised in the wilderness by survivalist parents, he is an expert tracker with a forensic
mind trained to solve the most challenging cases. But this will be a test even for him.
A killer playing a dangerous game…
Soon a blogger called Henry is abducted – left to die in the dark heart of a remote forest – and the
whole case gets turned on its head. Because this killer isn’t following the rules; he’s changing
them. One murder at a time…
‘No one in the world does this kind of thing better than Deaver’ Lee Child
Deaver’s most riveting, most twisty, most unputdownable novel yet’ Karin Slaughter

9780008303761
March 19, 2020
B-format paperback
HarperCollins
Crime & Mystery

£7.99

Hardback
Jacket

THE OTHER HALF OF AUGUSTA HOPE
Joanna Glen
Augusta Hope has never felt like she fits in.
At six, she’s memorising the dictionary. At seven, she’s correcting her teachers. At eight, she spins
the globe and picks her favourite country on the sound of its name: Burundi.
And now that she's an adult, Augusta has no interest in the goings-on of the small town where she
lives with her parents and her beloved twin sister, Julia.
When an unspeakable tragedy upends everything in Augusta's life, she's propelled headfirst into
the unknown. She's determined to find where she belongs – but what if her true home, and heart,
are half a world away?
AUGUSTA MAY NOT FEEL LIKE SHE FITS IN, BUT READERS HAVE FALLEN IN LOVE
WITH HER…
‘What a brilliant, brave, clever book’ Maddy P
‘A beautiful tale of family, of loss, of the awkward relationships we build with those we love the
most…a must read!’ Amelia D
‘A powerful novel about fitting in, loss, & the people you really have connections with’ Siobhan D
‘The story made me laugh & cry in equal measure, and now it's finished I'm at a slight loss as
what to read next’ Laura W

9780008314194
March 19, 2020
B-format paperback
The Borough Press
Modern & Contemporary Fiction (post C 1945)

£8.99

Hardback
Jacket

Agatha Christie’s
Complete Secret
Notebooks

Mhairi McFarlane

John Curran, Agatha
Christie, David Suchet

9780008169480

9780008129637

March 19, 2020
Paperback / softback
Diaries, Letters & Journals
£14.99

When Agatha Christie died in 1976, aged 85, she had become the world's most popular author. With
sales of more than two billion copies worldwide in more than 100 countries, she had achieved the
impossible – more than one book every year since the 1920s, every one a bestseller.
So prolific was Agatha Christie's output – 66 crime novels, 20 plays, 6 romance books under a
pseudonym and over 150 short stories – it was often claimed that she had a photographic memory.
Was this true? Or did she resort over those 55 years to more mundane methods of working out her
ingenious crimes?
Following the death of Agatha's daughter, Rosalind, at the end of 2004, a remarkable secret was
revealed. Unearthed among her affairs at the family home of Greenway were Agatha Christie's private
notebooks, 73 handwritten volumes of notes, lists and drafts outlining all her plans for her many books,
plays and stories. Buried in this treasure trove, all in her unmistakable handwriting, are revelations and
details that will fascinate anyone who has ever read or watched an Agatha Christie story.
Agatha Christie’s Complete Secret Notebooks brings together for the first time Secret Notebooks and
Murder in the Making, two volumes that explore the fascinating contents of her 73 notebooks. This
includes illustrations, deleted extracts, unused ideas, two unpublished Poirot stories and a lost Miss
Marple.

If I Never Met You

March 05, 2020
B-format paperback
Adult & Contemporary
Romance
£7.99

If faking love is this easy… how do you know when it’s real?
Laurie and Jamie have the perfect office romance
(They set the rules via email)
Everyone can see they’re head over heels
(They staged the photos)
This must be true love
(They’re faking it)
When Laurie is dumped by her partner of eighteen years, she’s blindsided. Not only does she feel
humiliated, they still have to work together.
So when she gets stuck in the lift with handsome colleague Jamie, they hatch a plan to stage the
perfect romance. Revenge will be sweet…
But this fauxmance is about to get complicated. You can’t break your heart in a fake relationship – can
you?

Plume

Joona Linna (7) –
Lazarus

Will Wiles

Lars Kepler

9780008194444

9780008205959

March 05, 2020
B-format paperback
Modern & Contemporary
Fiction (post C 1945)

March 19, 2020
Hardback
Thriller / Suspense

£8.99

Hardback
Jacket

‘Wiles is basically Kafka, if Kafka had spent more time in British hotels and pubs’ David Baddiel
The dark, doomy humour of Care of Wooden Floors mixed with the fantastical, anarchic sense of
possibility of The Way Inn, brought together in a fast moving story set in contemporary London.
Jack Bick is an interview journalist at a glossy lifestyle magazine. From his office window he can see a
black column of smoke in the sky, the result of an industrial accident on the edge of the city. When Bick
goes from being a high-functioning alcoholic to being a non-functioning alcoholic, his life goes into
freefall, the smoke a harbinger of truth, an omen of personal apocalypse. An unpromising interview with
Oliver Pierce, a reclusive cult novelist, unexpectedly yields a huge story, one that could save his job.
But the novelist knows something about Bick, and the two men are drawn into a bizarre, violent
partnership that is both an act of defiance against the changing city, and a surrender to its spreading
darkness.
With its rich emotional palette, Plume explores the relationship between truth and memory: personal
truth, journalistic truth, novelistic truth. It is a surreal and mysterious exploration of the precariousness
of life in modern London.

£14.99

Previous
Title
Jacket

The new blockbuster Joona Linna thriller, from international bestseller Lars Kepler. Perfect for fans of
Stieg Larsson and Jo Nesbo.
A dead man is found in an apartment in Oslo. He’s an unknown grave defiler and trophy collector, and
when the police open his kitchen freezer, they make a terrible discovery.
A few days later, Joona Linna is contacted by a German police detective who asks for his help with a
murder outside Rostock. The pattern Joona starts to see is insane, but it’s impossible to ignore.
Some would call returning from the dead a miracle – others would call it a nightmare.
The master of thrillers, Lars Kepler, is back with the seventh instalment in the Joona Linna series.

Ashen Torment (2) –
Stormtide

The Godblind Trilogy
(3) – Bloodchild

Den Patrick

Anna Stephens

9780008228194

9780008216023

March 19, 2020
B-format paperback
Fantasy

March 05, 2020
B-format paperback
Fantasy

£8.99

£8.99

Book Two in stunning Scandinavia-inspired fantasy trilogy The Ashen Torment.
Steiner, blacksmith, hero, has taken a hammer to the Empire, freeing the dead and children with
withcsign alike from their fiery prison. Now he plans to finish what he started.
Kimi, dragon-speaker, princess, must seek her father’s court and win the support of his armies before
news of her escape dooms her people.
Silverdust, ancient, dead, journeys to the heart of the empire as a prisoner – to meet the Emperor for
what he hopes will be the final time.
Kjellrun, witch, killer, still reeling from the loss of her uncle when she is ripped from her family, fears this
power within her. But she must harness that force – and soon – if she hopes to survive.
Scattered by fortune, plagued by danger, Steiner’s crew rise against the dark rule that has cost them so
much.
The old gods are waking.
The dragons are free.
May gods help those who bear the sign of the witch.

’If you’re a fan of the likes of Joe Abercrombie or George R.R. Martin, then you’ll be pleased to learn
that Anna Stephens has joined this august pantheon of lovingly horrible and deliciously dark writers’
STARBURST
Rilporin has fallen and Corvus, King of the Mireces, reigns over an occupied land. The raiders and their
dark religion have conquered, but victory came at a terrible price – the death of a god – and sparks of
resistance glimmer on all sides.
In the south, Mace gathers the survivors of Rilpor’s armies. Among the fierce tribes of Krike, Crys and
Dom search for allies and for the truth of what binds them to the Gods of Light. And in the royal palace
itself, Tara – once a soldier, now a slave – hopes to ignite a rebellion.

But time is against them. A child will soon be born with the power to return the Dark Lady from death,
and the long-prophesied final battle for the future of Rilpor and Mireces, of humans and gods, is near.

Summer in Mayfair

Daughters of Cornwall

Susannah Constantine

Fern Britton

9780008219680

9780008225254

March 05, 2020
Hardback
Modern & Contemporary
Fiction (post C 1945)

March 05, 2020
Hardback
Modern & Contemporary
Fiction (post C 1945)

£12.99

£12.99

‘Thoughtful and dark’ The Times Magazine
‘Captivating’ Woman & Home
‘Beautifully written’ Hello!

The new book from the Sunday Times bestselling author
Cornwall is only a page away…
Available to pre-order now!

1979. Esme Munroe is now twenty-six years old and finally leaving the wild landscape of the Scottish
highlands behind her for the big smoke.
Arriving in London, she starts work at prestigious Art Gallery in Mayfair, and meets the gorgeous and
worldly Suki, who takes her to the most glamourous bars and clubs in London.
But the fast, frenetic pace of the city is easy to become lost in – will Esme discover a long-hidden secret
about herself and who she can really trust, before it’s too late?
Don’t miss the stunning sequel to After the Snow, perfect for fans of Downton Abbey.

The Village Secrets (2)
– A Village Scandal

Take It Back

Dilly Court

Kia Abdullah

9780008287795

9780008314712

March 05, 2020
B-format paperback
Sagas

March 19, 2020
B-format paperback
Crime & Mystery

£7.99

£8.99

The second book in the dramatic new Village Secrets trilogy from the Sunday Times bestselling author.
It was her wedding day… the roses and bluebells were blooming and their sweet-scent was filling the
air, so why did Daisy feel the cold fingers of fear run down her spine?

‘A superb legal thriller…crackles with tension’ Guardian
****

Spring in the village, April 1869

IT’S TIME TO TAKE YOUR PLACE ON THE JURY.

It’s spring in Little Creek and wedding bells are ringing. After their hasty marriage the Christmas before,
Daisy Marshall is overjoyed to be finally marrying dashing Jay Fox properly, in front of the whole village.

The victim: A sixteen-year-old girl with facial deformities, neglected by an alcoholic mother. Who
accuses the boys of something unthinkable.

But then, on the evening of their wedding, amid the festivities, Jay disappears. Daisy doesn’t know if
Jay is dead or alive, if she’s his wife or his widow. And what’s more, without her husband, she has no
means of supporting herself or her household.

The defendants: Four handsome teenage boys from hardworking immigrant families. All with
corroborating stories.

Refusing to give up hope, Daisy must draw on all her strength and courage – after all, she has people
who depend on her. But the secret of Jay's disappearance is more scandalous that she could have
ever imagined…

WHOSE SIDE WOULD YOU TAKE?

We, The Survivors

Liar Liar

Tash Aw

Mel Sherratt

9780008318581

9780008368067

March 19, 2020
B-format paperback
Modern & Contemporary
Fiction (post C 1945)

March 19, 2020
B-format paperback
Thriller / Suspense

£8.99

£7.99

A murderer’s confession – devastating, unblinking, poignant, unforgettable – which reveals a story of
class, education and the inescapable workings of destiny.

The truth can be a dangerous thing…

Ah Hock is an ordinary, uneducated man born in a Malaysian fishing village and now trying to make his
way in a country that promises riches and security to everyone, but delivers them only to a chosen few.
With Asian society changing around him, like many he remains trapped in a world of poorly paid jobs
that just about allow him to keep his head above water but ultimately lead him to murder a migrant
worker from Bangladesh.
In the tradition of Camus and Houellebecq, Ah Hock’s vivid and compelling description of the years
building up to this appalling act of violence – told over several days to a local journalist whose life has
taken a different course – is a portrait of an outsider like no other, an anti-nostalgic view of human life
and the ravages of hope. It is the work of a writer at the peak of his powers.

When a young boy is thrown from a balcony in a block of flats, DS Grace Allendale witnesses the
shocking aftermath of the tragic event. But despite everything, no one will admit to seeing who did it –
and the parents will only tell the police that it was an accident.
Determined to bring the perpetrator to justice, Grace must sort the truth from the lies in a case that
takes her into the darkest corners of the criminal world – and strikes closer to home than she could
have ever imagined…
A gripping and pacey thriller that will keep you on the edge of your seat from the moment you
turn the first page. The perfect read for fans of Martina Cole.

Jacket to be
Revealed

THE OTHER MRS
MARY KUBICA
9781848456730
MARCH 05, 2020
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

THE COLDMAKER SAGA (3) –
COLDMYTH
DANIEL A. COHEN
9780008207281
MARCH 05, 2020

Jacket to be
Revealed

Jacket to be
Revealed

LADY HOTSPUR
TESSA GRATTON
9780008281922
MARCH 05, 2020

WIZARD OF THE PIGEONS
MEGAN LINDHOLM
9780008287382
MARCH 19, 2020

HARDBACK

B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£14.99

£8.99

B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

£8.99

QUALITY STREET (2) – THE
MOTHERS OF QUALITY
STREET
PENNY THORPE
9780008307806
MARCH 05, 2020
HARDBACK

£12.99

SOLAR WARDEN – ALIEN
SECRETS
IAN DOUGLAS
9780008288884
MARCH 19, 2020

THE PATH TO THE SEA
LIZ FENWICK
9780008290535
MARCH 05, 2020
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£8.99

WHEN LIFE GIVES YOU
LEMONS
FIONA GIBSON
9780008310998
MARCH 05, 2020

THE FORBIDDEN PROMISE
LORNA COOK
9780008321888
MARCH 19, 2020

STAUNCH
ELEANOR WOOD
9780008325688
MARCH 19, 2020

B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

HARDBACK

B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

£7.99

£7.99

£14.99

THE PRIZED GIRL
AMY K. GREEN
9780008334475
MARCH 19, 2020

THE SILENT HOUSE
NELL PATTISON
9780008361761
MARCH 05, 2020

B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

£7.99

HOW TO BUILD A
BOYFRIEND FROM SCRATCH
SARAH ARCHER
9780008335151
MARCH 19, 2020
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

BEATRIZ WILLIAMS, LAUREN
WILLIG, KAREN WHITE
9780062931092
ROUGH FRONT

£20

ALENA DILLON
9780062914804
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£9.99

£8.99

MIA SOSA
9780062909879
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£9.99

ONE YEAR OF UGLY
CAROLINE MACKENZIE
9780008347079
MARCH 05, 2020

ELLEN OH, ELSIE CHAPMAN,
9780062671165
MARCH 05, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

HARDBACK

£12.99

£7.99

W.M. AKERS
9780062854025

CHARLES TODD
9780062678751

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£9.99

£9.99

CHARLES TODD
9780062905536

SANDRA HILL
9780062854193

LYNSAY SANDS
9780062855374

HARDBACK

MASS MARKET (RACK)
PAPERBACK

MASS MARKET (RACK)
PAPERBACK

£20

£6.99

£6.99

Jacket to be
Revealed

JENNIFER CHIAVERINI
9780062841124
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

JAMES S. MURRAY, DARREN
WEARMOUTH
9780063003736
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£10.99

£8.99

MEGAN FRAMPTON
9780062867421

ANNE HILLERMAN
9780062391964

MASS MARKET (RACK)
PAPERBACK

MASS MARKET (RACK)
PAPERBACK

£6.99

£7.99

Non-Fiction

DANGEROUS HERO
Tom Bower
After four unremarkable decades in politics, Jeremy Corbyn stands on the brink of power. Until his
surprise election as leader of the Labour Party in 2015, this seemingly unelectable oddball had not
been a major political player. Since then, Corbyn has survived coup attempts and accusations of
incompetence that would have felled most politicians, including grave charges of anti-Semitism,
bullying and not being the master of his brief. Despite these shortcomings, as the Conservatives
rip themselves apart over Europe, he is likely soon to become Britain's prime minister.

Yet this hero of the far left has done his best to conceal much of his past and personal life from
public scrutiny. In this book, best-selling investigative biographer Tom Bower reveals hidden truths
about Corbyn's character, the causes and organisations he espouses, and Britain's likely fate
under the Marxist-Trotskyist society he has championed since the early 1970s.
Based on eyewitness accounts from those who have known Corbyn throughout his life, the book
asks whether a Labour government led by Corbyn would transform the country for the better. Has
capitalism, as he argues, run its course, and would our lives be improved by socialism? If so, what
is Corbyn's brand of socialism? The same as that experienced under successive Labour
governments since 1945, or something more extreme? Will his advocacy of more debt, tax hikes
and renationalisation reproduce the fate of Venezuela as championed by his own hero Hugo
Chávez? Is he a reformer or a revolutionary? Will he deliver a glowing new era or catastrophe?
His supporters damn every opponent and critic, calling them 'traitors' or worse. Does this
aggression, and the accusations that paint Corbyn as an entrenched anti-Semite and misogynist,
override his image as an authentic 'good bloke'?
Many are excited by the prospect of Corbyn’s arrival in Downing Street. Others believe that Corbyn
as prime minister will prove to be a dangerous hero.

9780008299613
November 28, 2019
William the Fourth
William Collins

£9.99

STOP
PRESS!

THE WELL GARDENED MIND
Sue Stuart-Smith
Those who work with the earth have known for years: there’s a miraculous quality to gardening. In
a mix of psychology, neuroscience and stories from around the world, Sue Stuart-Smith breaks
ground to explore the power of interacting with nature, and how the garden can prove a vital place
to cultivate the mind.
The garden has always been a place of peace and perseverance, of nurture and reward. A garden
can provide a family’s food, a child’s playground, an adult’s peaceful retreat. But around the world
and throughout history, gardens have often meant something more profound. For Sue StuartSmith’s grandfather, returning from the First World War weighing six stone, a year-long horticulture
course became a life raft for recovering from the trauma. For prisoners in today’s justice system,
gardening can be a mental escape from captivity which offers, in a context when opportunity is
scarce, the chance to take ownership of a project and build something positive up from seed.
In The Well Gardened Mind, Sue Stuart-Smith investigates the huge power of the garden and its
little-acknowledged effects on health and wellbeing. Using contemporary neuroscience,
psychoanalysis and compelling real-life stories, she argues that the garden is an intrinsically
hopeful place and gardening is a powerful reflective activity. When we enter into the rhythms of
growth, decay and regeneration, and the rituals of planting, tending, and working physically with
the earth, we are also gardening our minds and exercising our thinking.

In a world where research shows the average child spends less time outside each week than a
maximum-security prisoner, we need to understand the value of the outside world, and the
tremendous benefit it can give. There are already horticultural projects dedicated to helping mental
health, addiction, asylum seekers new to Britain, and PTSD. In this glorious book of science,
insight and anecdote, Stuart-Smith shows our understanding of nature and its recuperative powers
is only just beginning to flower.

9780008100711
March 19, 2020
Hardback
William Collins
The Self, Ego, Identity, Personality

£20.00

THE SPLENDID AND THE VILE
Erik Larson
The #1 New York Times bestselling author delivers a startlingly fresh portrait of Winston Churchill
and London during the Blitz.
On Winston Churchill’s first day as prime minister, Hitler invaded Holland and Belgium. Poland and
Czechoslovakia had already fallen, and the Dunkirk evacuation was just two weeks away. For the
next twelve months, Hitler would wage a relentless bombing campaign, killing 45,000 Britons
(30,000 of them Londoners) and destroying two million homes. It was down to Churchill to hold the
country together – and to manage the war.
In The Splendid and the Vile, Erik Larson gives a brilliant account with cinematic detail, showing
how Britain’s most iconic leader set about unifying the nation at its most vulnerable moment, and
teaching ‘the art of being fearless.’ It is the story of political brinksmanship in the global arena, but
also an intimate domestic drama. Larson follows Churchill through the streets and meeting rooms
of London, then out of the city to Chequers or Ditchley – the strongholds when the moon was
brightest and the bombing threat most intense. Drawing on a wealth of untapped sources,
including recently declassified files, intelligence reports, and personal diaries only now available,
Larson provides a new lens on London’s darkest year, and a compelling personal insight into the
day-to-day experience of Churchill and his family: his wife, Clementine; their daughters, Sarah,
Diana, and the youngest, Mary, who chafed against her parents’ wartime protectiveness; their son,
Randolph, and his beautiful, unhappy wife, Pamela; her illicit lover, a dashing American emissary;
and the cadre of close advisors who comprised Churchill’s ‘Secret Circle’, including his
dangerously observant private secretary, John Colville; newspaper baron Lord Beaverbrook; and
the Rasputin-like Federick Lindemann.

The Splendid and the Vile takes readers out of today’s political dysfunction and back to a time of
true leadership, when – in the face of unrelenting horror – a leader of eloquence, strategic
brilliance, and perseverance bound a country, and a family, together.

9780008274948
March 05, 2020
Hardback
William Collins
Biography: Historical, Political & Military

£20.00
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THE SCIENCE OF STORYTELLING
Will Storr
‘If you want to write a novel or a script, read this book’ Sunday Times
‘The best book on the craft of storytelling I’ve ever read’ Matt Haig
‘Rarely has a book engrossed me more, and forced me to question everything I’ve ever read, seen
or written. A masterpiece’ Adam Rutherford
Who would we be without stories?
Stories mould who we are, from our character to our cultural identity. They drive us to act out our
dreams and ambitions, and shape our politics and beliefs. We use them to construct our
relationships, to keep order in our law courts, to interpret events in our newspapers and social
media. Storytelling is an essential part of what makes us human.
There have been many attempts to understand what makes a good story – from Joseph
Campbell’s well-worn theories about myth and archetype to recent attempts to crack the ‘Bestseller
Code’. But few have used a scientific approach. This is curious, for if we are to truly understand
storytelling in its grandest sense, we must first come to understand the ultimate storyteller – the
human brain.
In this scalpel-sharp, thought-provoking book, Will Storr demonstrates how master storytellers
manipulate and compel us, leading us on a journey from the Hebrew scriptures to Mr Men, from
Booker Prize-winning literature to box set TV. Applying dazzling psychological research and
cutting-edge neuroscience to the foundations of our myths and archetypes, he shows how we can
use these tools to tell better stories – and make sense of our chaotic modern world.

9780008276973
March 05, 2020
B-format paperback
William Collins
Creative Writing & Creative Writing Guides

£8.99

THE PLANETS
Professor Brian Cox, Andrew Cohen
‘So staggering you go “whoa!” every few seconds’ Guardian
‘Really impressive’ Eamonn Holmes, ITV This Morning

A companion book to the critically acclaimed BBC series.
The bestselling authors of Wonders of the Universe are back with another blockbuster, a
groundbreaking exploration of our Solar System as it has never been seen before.
Mercury, a lifeless victim of the Sun’s expanding power. Venus, once thought to be lush and fertile,
now known to be trapped within a toxic and boiling atmosphere. Mars, the red planet, doomed by
the loss of its atmosphere. Jupiter, twice the size of all the other planets combined, but
insubstantial. Saturn, a stunning celestial beauty, the jewel of our Solar System. Uranus, the
sideways planet and the first ice giant. Neptune, dark, cold and whipped by supersonic winds.
Pluto, the dwarf planet, a frozen rock.
Andrew Cohen and Professor Brian Cox take readers on a voyage of discovery, from the fiery
heart of our Solar System, to its mysterious outer reaches. They touch on the latest discoveries
that have expanded our knowledge of the planets, their moons and how they come to be,
alongside recent stunning and mind-boggling NASA photography.

9780008280574
March 19, 2020
B-format paperback
William Collins
Solar System: The Sun & Planets

£9.99

Hardback
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THE BATCH LADY
Suzanne Mulholland
The revolutionary Batch Method brings the gift of time to even the busiest lives, with over 80
delicious, home-cooked recipes.

The Batch Lady has been transforming how thousands of people cook and eat through her
revolutionary online channel. Now she’s going to share her secrets with you.
With over 80 delicious, home-cooked recipes that are quick to make, create and store, Suzanne's
brilliant recipe combinations and time-saving tips will transform your kitchen, and will buy you back
extra hours in your week.
Packed with planners, helpful lists and more, this is the only guide you will ever need to save you
money, time, and headspace, and change your life for good.

9780008373221
March 05, 2020
Hardback
HQ
Budget Cookery

£20.00

I LOVE LEOPARD
Emma Bastow
The essential guide to fashion’s favourite print.
Since Christian Dior first brought leopard print to the catwalk in 1947, it has earned a cult following.
Popularised by everyone from 1940s screen sirens to pop goddesses and Instagram stars, the
print has undergone numerous incarnations in the fashion world and has earned a reputation for
being daring, bold and rebellious. This unique and fun illustrated gift book celebrates all things
leopard, from fashion to food and everything in between.
Full of gorgeous yet fierce, colourful illustrations throughout, I Love Leopard includes everything
you could ever want to know about this iconic pattern, all in a covetable, leopard-print package!
CONTENTS:

• Introduction: a brief history of leopard print
• Leopard Fashion: from punk to the catwalk and everything in between
• Leopard Eats: leopard print cakes, cookies & breads
• Leopard Philosophy: quotes, tips & inspiration
• Leopard Fun: fun facts about leopards/leopard print

9780008381011
February 06, 2020
Hardback
Gift Books

£8.99
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The Darksome Bounds
of a Failing World

The Honey Bus

Gareth Russell

Meredith May

9780008263201

9780263264517

March 19, 2020
B-format paperback
Social & Cultural History

March 05, 2020
B-format paperback
Memoirs

£9.99

£9.99

Had she survived her first voyage, The Titanic probably would have dated like other ocean liners.
Instead, within a week of setting sail on 10th April 1912, the disaster of her sinking had turned her into
one of the biggest news stories of the century. Writing in his signature prose, Gareth Russell peers
through the portholes of six first-class travellers to immerse us into the Edwardian era while
demonstrating how modernity shook up the class system of the age.

The Honey Bus: A Girl Raised by Bees is a memoir about a girl’s journey into the heart of a beehive to
find herself.

Lucy Leslie, Countess of Rothes; “son” of the British Empire, Tommy Andrews; captain of the industry
John Thayer and his son Jack; Jewish immigrant Ida Straus; and model and movie star Dorothy
Gibson. Each subject’s unique story offers insights into the established hierarchy during the fin de
siècle of pre-war Britain and America, the Titanic’s respective spiritual and economic homelands.
Through these entwining lives, Russell investigates social class – its mores, its foibles, its accents, its
etiquette, its benefits, its casual or intentional cruelties, its potential nobility. Those nuances also invite
analyses of the shipping trade, the birth of the movie industry, the aristocracy, the American Gilded
Age, the Irish Home Rule crisis, and Jewish-American communities.

But when Meredith discovered the rusted old bus where her grandpa kept bees, her world changed
forever.

When she was five years old, Meredith May was abandoned by both parents. Her father left for the
other side of the country. Her mother disappeared into herself.

Family duty. Compassion and sacrifice. Unconditional love. The life of a honeybee displays it all. As her
grandpa showed her the sacrifices bees make for their colony and the bonds they form with their
keeper, Meredith discovered what family really means.
A rich and lyrical coming-of-age story, combined with spellbinding nature writing, The Honey Bus is the
extraordinary story of a girl who journeyed into the hive – and found herself.

The Creativity Code

Footprints

Marcus du Sautoy

David Farrier

9780008288198

9780008286347

March 19, 2020
B-format paperback
Artificial Intelligence

March 05, 2020
Hardback
Rocks, Minerals & Fossils

£9.99

£16.99

Will a computer ever compose a symphony, write a prize-winning novel, or paint a masterpiece? And if
so, would we be able to tell the difference?

A profound meditation on climate change and the Anthropocene and an urgent search for the fossils—
industrial, chemical, geological—that humans are leaving behind.

As humans, we have an extraordinary ability to create works of art that elevate, expand and transform
what it means to be alive.

What will the world look like ten thousand or ten million years from now?

Yet in many other areas, new developments in AI are shaking up the status quo, as we find out how
many of the tasks humans engage in can be done equally well, if not better, by machines. But can
machines be creative? Will they soon be able to learn from the art that moves us, and understand what
distinguishes it from the mundane?
In The Creativity Code, Marcus du Sautoy examines the nature of creativity, as well as providing an
essential guide into how algorithms work, and the mathematical rules underpinning them. He asks how
much of our emotional response to art is a product of our brains reacting to pattern and structure, and
exactly what it is to be creative in mathematics, art, language and music.
Marcus finds out how long it might be before machines come up with something creative, and whether
they might jolt us into being more imaginative in turn. The result is a fascinating and very different
exploration into both AI and the essence of what it means to be human.

In Footprints, David Farrier explores what traces we will leave for the very deep future. From long-lived
materials like plastic and nuclear waste, to the 50 million kilometres of roads spanning the planet, in
modern times we have created numerous objects and landscapes with the potential to endure through
deep time. Our carbon could linger in the atmosphere for 100,000 years, and the remains of our cities
will still exist millions of years from now as a layer in the rock. These future fossils have the potential to
tell remarkable stories about how we lived in the twenty-first century.
Through literature, art, and science, Footprints invites us to think about how we will be remembered in
the myths, stories, and languages of our distant descendants. Travelling from the Baltic Sea to the
Great Barrier Reef, and from an ice core laboratory in Tasmania to Shanghai, one of the world’s biggest
cities, David Farrier tells a story of a world that is changing rapidly, and with long-term
consequences. Footprints will not only alter how you think about the future, it will change how you see
the world today.

Surprisingly Down to
Earth, and Very Funny

Extra Time

Limmy

Camilla Cavendish

9780008294670

9780008295172

March 19, 2020
B-format paperback
Autobiography: General

March 05, 2020
B-format paperback
Social Issues & Processes

£9.99

£9.99

The hysterical, shocking and incredibly intimate memoir from one of the most original and unique
comedians alive today.

From award-winning journalist, Camilla Cavendish, comes a profound analysis of one of the biggest
challenges facing the human population today.

Hello! I’m Brian Limond, aka Limmy. You might know me from Limmy’s Show. Or you might not know
me at all. Don’t worry if you don’t.

The world is undergoing a dramatic demographic shift. By 2020, for the first time in history, the number
of people aged 65 and over will outnumber children aged five and under. But our systems are lagging
woefully behind this new reality. In Extra Time, Camilla Cavendish embarks on a journey to understand
how different countries are responding to these unprecedented challenges.

They asked me to write a book about mental health, because I sometimes talk about my mental health
in tweets and interviews, like suicidal thoughts and anxiety, and what I’ve done to try and deal with it.
said to them, oh, I don’t know if I could fill a whole book with just that. But how’s about I write a general
autobiography type of thing, and all the mental health stuff will naturally appear along the way? I could
talk about growing up and slashing my wrist and taking acid all the time and getting done for car theft
and feeling like a mad freak that would never amount to anything.

And then how I made my own sketch show. I directed it and everything. Plus I’m a dad. I’m an adult. But
I still feel like that mad freak from years ago. I still feel like chucking it all away, for a laugh.
I asked them if they wanted me to write about all that, plus some other stuff. Like being an alky. And my
sexual problems. Stuff like that.
They said aye.
So here it is.

Jacket to be Revealed

Travelling across the world in a carefully researched and deeply human investigation, Cavendish
contests many of the taboos around ageing. Interviewing leading scientists about breakthroughs that
could soon transform the quality and extent of life, she sparks a debate about how governments,
businesses, doctors, the media and each one of us should handle the second half of life. She argues
that if we take a more positive approach, we should be able to reap the benefits of a prolonged life. But
that will mean changing our attitudes and
using technology, community, even anti-ageing pills, to bring about a revolution.

Virusphere

The American Duchess

Frank Ryan

Anna Pasternak

9780008296704

9780008297305

March 19, 2020
B-format paperback
Virology (non-medical)

March 19, 2020
B-format paperback
Biography: Royalty

£9.99
£9.99
Who was the real Wallis: an opportunistic American social climber, a master manipulator or the true love
of Edward’s life? Amid the cacophony of condemnation her story has become obfuscated. The American
Duchess is an intimate biography of one of the most misunderstood women in British royal history.
In 1993 a previously healthy young man was drowning in the middle of a desert, in fluids produced by
his own lungs. This was the beginning of the terrifying Sin Nombre hantavirus epidemic and the start of
a scientific journey that would forever change our understanding of what it means to be human.
After witnessing the Sin Nombre outbreak, Dr Frank Ryan began researching viral evolution and was
astonished to discover that it’s inextricable from the evolution of all life on Earth. From AIDS and Ebola
to the common cold, Ryan explores the role of the virus within every ecosystem on the planet. His
gripping conclusions shed new light on the natural world, proving that what doesn’t kill you really does
make you (and your species) stronger.

So much gossip and innuendo has been levelled at Wallis Simpson that it has become nearly impossible
to discern the real woman. Many have wondered why, when Edward could have had anyone he desired,
he was smitten with this unusual American woman. As her friend Herman Rogers said to her in 1936
when news of her affair with Edward broke: ‘Much of what is being said concerns a woman who does not
exist and never did exist.’
History is mostly perceived from the perspective of his-story. But what about her story? Anna
Pasternak’s new book is the first ever to give Wallis a chance and a voice to show that she was a warm,
loyal, intelligent woman adored by her friends, who was written off by cunning, influential Establishment
men seeking to diminish her and destroy her reputation. As the author argues, far from being the villain
of the abdication, she was the victim.
Anna Pasternak seeks to understand an unusual, deeply misunderstood woman, and the untenable
situation she became embroiled in. Using testimony from their inner circle of friends, she presents a very
different Wallis Simpson. With empathy, intimacy and thorough research, this book will make readers
view her story as it has never been told before.

Our Bodies, Their
Battlefield

When I Had a Little
Sister

Christina Lamb

Catherine Simpson

9780008300005

9780008301675

March 05, 2020
Hardback
Social & Cultural History

March 05, 2020
B-format paperback
Memoirs

£20.00

£9.99

This book is the first major account to address the terrible scale of sexual assault in modern conflict. It
is also a biting condemnation of the way rape is accepted and ignored. Though rape was – at last –
formalised as an international war crime in 1919, there has since been one single conviction.

A story of sisters and sacrifice, grief and reclamation, and of the need to speak the unspeakable.

Christina Lamb has worked in war and combat zones for over thirty years. With unflinching attention
and unfailing care and humanity, she tells both the global stories and the individual experiences of
women within war. Moving between conflicts, this is an account of Bangladesh in 1970-1 when as many
as 400,000 women were strung up against trees and raped deliberately by Pakistani troops to skew the
population and breed Punjabis; of Bosnia, where in the nineties 20,000 women were forced into camps
and sexual slavery by Serbian soldiers; of the rapes of an estimated quarter of a million Tutsi women
during the Rwandan genocide; of the abduction of thousands of Yazidi women by the Islamic State and
Boko Haram; of the 219 Chibok teenagers taken from their school dormitories in Nigeria; and,
horrifically, of many other human rights failings.
With truly international scope, Christina Lamb’s book asks we recognise that if these events are difficult
for us to hear, they are far harder for the people who lived them to forget. Determined, it is an effort to
amplify the voices and stories of women in war. Furious, it is a call to bring justice against the
perpetrators of war rape. Insistent, it is a demand not to turn away from hard truths, but to look and
work hard at making change.

Did she think about us? Did she think about her dog, Ted, or her cat, Puss, sleeping on Grandma
Mary’s old sofa in the conservatory and who would be waiting for her to feed them in the morning?
What about her horses in the stable? Did she think about them? Did she imagine Dad finding her? It
would have to be Dad, after all. It couldn’t be anyone else.
Did she know what she was doing?
On a cold December day in 2013 Catherine Simpson received the phone call she had feared for years.
Her little sister Tricia had been found dead in the farmhouse where she, Catherine and their sister
Elizabeth were born – and where their family had lived for generations.
Tricia was 46 and had been stalked by depression all her life. Yet mental illness was a taboo subject
within the family and although love was never lacking, there was a silence at its heart.
After Tricia died, Catherine found she had kept a lifetime of diaries. The words in them took her back to
a past they had shared, but experienced so differently, and offered a thread to help explore the
labyrinth of her sister’s suicide.

Who Owns England?

Challenge Accepted!

Guy Shrubsole

Celeste Barber

9780008321710

9780008327248

March 05, 2020
B-format paperback
Land Rights

March 19, 2020
B-format paperback
Memoirs

£9.99

This book has been a long time coming. Since 1086, in fact. For centuries, England’s elite have
covered up how they got their hands on millions of acres of our land, by constructing walls, burying
surveys and more recently, sheltering behind offshore shell companies. But with the dawn of digital
mapping and the Freedom of Information Act, it’s becoming increasingly difficult for them to hide.
Trespassing through tightly-guarded country estates, ecologically ravaged grouse moors and empty
Mayfair mansions, writer and activist Guy Shrubsole has used these 21st century tools to uncover a
wealth of never-before-seen information about the people who own our land, to create the most
comprehensive map of land ownership in England that has ever been made public.
From secret military islands to tunnels deep beneath London, Shrubsole unearths truths concealed
since the Domesday Book about who is really in charge of this country – at a time when Brexit is meant
to be returning sovereignty to the people. Melding history, politics and polemic, he vividly demonstrates
how taking control of land ownership is key to tackling everything from the housing crisis to climate
change – and even halting the erosion of our very democracy.

It’s time to expose the truth about who owns England – and finally take back our green and pleasant
land.

£9.99

‘Prepare to laugh’ – Reese Witherspoon
253 steps to becoming an anti-it girl.
Funny woman, Instagram star and international comedy sensation, Celeste Barber’s Challenge
Accepted! is a raucous, hilarious and outspoken guide to life, unwanted gas and how to rock a sexy
scar.
Part-memoir, part-comedy routine, part-advice manual, Challenge Accepted! is Celeste at her best,
revealing her secrets to love, friendship, family and marriage (oh hai, #hothusband), and how to deal
with life’s many challenges – why she checks the bath for sharks, how Nutella quite literally shaped
who she is as a woman, and why being famous on Instagram is like being rich in Monopoly. It’s real,
like totally, really real.

House of Glass

Elephants

Hadley Freeman

Dr Hannah Mumby

9780008322632

9780008331672

March 05, 2020
Hardback
Memoirs

March 19, 2020
Hardback
Animal Behaviour

£16.99

£20.00

‘I stood up to shut the closet door and that’s when I spotted the shoebox right at the back, behind a pile
of leather handbags … surely I thought it would contain another pair of slightly battered kitten heel
sandals. So I sat on the floor, pulled it out and opened it. I did not find shoes. Instead it was filled with
secrets my grandmother had managed to keep all her life and some years beyond.’
When Hadley Freeman found a shoebox filled with her French grandmother’s treasured belongings, it
started a decade-long quest to find out their haunting significance and to dig deep into the extraordinary
lives of her grandmother, Sala, and her three siblings, Henri, Jacques and Alex Glass. The search
takes Hadley from Picasso’s archives in Paris to a secret room in a farmhouse in Auvergne to Long
Island and to Aushwitz.
Hadley had only really known that her grandmother had met her American grandfather through her
brother Alex in Paris, and that she travelled to America to marry him in the late 1930s. But by piecing
together letters, photos and an unpublished memoir, Hadley is able to thrillingly recount the full story of
all the Glass siblings – Alex’s past as a fashion couturier and friend of Dior and Chagall, trusting and
brave Jacques, a fierce patriot for his adopted country, the brilliant Henri who hid out in place after
place in occupied Paris – and about each of their bids for survival during the Second World War. She
discovers her great uncles’ extraordinary acts of courage in Vichy France alongside her grandmother’s
equally heroic but more private form of female self-sacrifice.

Elephants are as unique as people. They can be clever and curious or headstrong and impulsive, shy
or sociable. Learn to know them as individuals as well as a species in this evocative account of years
spent studying elephant behaviour in the wild.
Watching a family out for a swim on a hot day, Dr Hannah Mumby notes grandmothers, mothers,
sisters and children exchanging noisy greetings, a consistent stream of close-range vocalisations,
intermittent touching, co-operative herding of babies and frequent stopping for snacks. A close and
interconnected family. But in this family, the adults weigh several tons each and the babies wave trunks
playfully at one another. This is a herd of elephants.
That elephants are intelligent, sentient beings is common knowledge, but so much about their day-today lives and abilities remains unknown. How do they communicate with one another over seemingly
impossible distances? How do males spend their lives once they have left their mothers’ herds? And
how much do they really remember?
In this lyrically written and deeply personal account of several years of field research, Mumby reverently
describes her own elephant encounters, alongside an exploration of the most up-to-date discoveries
about the lives of these gentle giants. Learn how elephants live, travel, have sex, raise children and
relate to one another, and reflect on how they think and feel. Understanding elephants as individuals
closes the gap between human and animal and has powerful applications in the critical field of elephant
conservation.

The 4 Season Solution

Sea People

Dallas Hartwig

Christina Thompson

9780008339753

9780008339050

March 19, 2020
Trade paperback (UK)
Diets & Dieting

Jacket to be Revealed

£14.99

In this paradigm-shifting health book, #1 New York Times bestselling co-author of The Whole30 and It
Starts with Food reveals a powerful new program to help us feel happier, healthier, and less stressed.

Fatigue. Burnout. Weight gain. Disease. Despite seemingly endless programs designed to help us lose
weight and regain our health, readers are more overworked, overtired, and overweight than ever.
In All in Good Time, Hartwig reveals the four keys of health – sleep, eat, move, connect – and explains
how we can reconcile the needs of our ancient bodies with the demands and complications of modern
life. Today, more than at any point in history before us, we are more disconnected from the natural
world than ever. Our ancestors would have honoured the changing seasons, adjusting their sleep,
eating, exercise, and socializing habits based on the light, weather, and available food options. They
would have slept more in winter, traversed longer distances in summer.

But we wake before the sun rises and go to bed long after it sets. We spend most of our day indoors, in
artificial light conditions. We can eat tropical fruits from halfway around the world in the dead of winter.
We exercise in climate controlled environments, doing the same routine year round. We connect
virtually instead of emotionally and physically. We go, go, go, until we pass out, exhausted, at the end
of the day, by the constant blue light of our phones.
In other words, we are living in an endless summer, and it’s killing us.

March 05, 2020
B-format paperback
Australasian & Pacific
History
£9.99

For more than a millennium, Polynesians have occupied the remotest islands in the Pacific Ocean, a
vast triangle stretching from Hawaii to New Zealand to Easter Island. Until the arrival of European
explorers they were the only people to have ever lived there. Both the most closely related and the
most widely dispersed people in the world before the era of mass migration, Polynesians can trace their
roots to a group of epic voyagers who ventured out into the unknown in one of the greatest adventures
in human history.
How did the earliest Polynesians find and colonise these far-flung islands? How did a people without
writing or metal tools conquer the largest ocean in the world? This conundrum, which came to be
known as the Problem of Polynesian Origins, emerged in the eighteenth century as one of the great
geographical mysteries of mankind.

For Christina Thompson, this mystery is personal: her Maori husband and their sons descend directly
from these ancient navigators. In Sea People, Thompson explores the fascinating story of these
ancestors, as well as those of the many sailors, linguists, archaeologists, folklorists, biologists and
geographers who have puzzled over this history for three hundred years. A masterful mix of history,
geography, anthropology, and the science of navigation, Sea People is a vivid tour of one of the most
captivating regions in the world.

Why Mummy Doesn’t
Give a ****!

Max the Miracle Dog

Gill Sims

Kerry Irving

9780008340483

9780008353490

March 05, 2020
B-format paperback
Modern & Contemporary
Fiction (post C 1945)
£7.99

March 05, 2020
Hardback
True Stories Of Heroism,
Endurance & Survival
£12.99

Family begins with a capital eff.

’Are you ready, Max? If anyone’s going to help me do this, it’s you.’
The heart-warming tale of a life-saving friendship.
In 2006, Kerry Irving’s life changed forever when a traumatic car accident left him with serious neck and
back injuries. He went from cycling over 600 miles a month – taking in the beautiful local scenery of the
Lake Districts along the way – to being housebound and facing an uncertain future. Kerry’s injuries left
him needing nearly 30 tablets a day and the former Salesman was forced to resign from his job. After his
accident, Kerry developed severe depression, suffering from panic attacks and even thoughts of suicide.
Living just up the road at the time was Max – an adorable and inquisitive Springer Spaniel – who spent his
days confined to a small front garden, not living the life or enjoying the love that every dog should. As part
of his rehabilitation, Kerry knew that he needed to venture outside to build his strength and one day, he
embarked on the short but, for him, extraordinarily challenging walk to visit Max. This journey marked the
beginning of a turning point in both of their lives. Each day, Kerry would visit Max and as his health began
to improve, they went on journeys further afield. In Max, Kerry found comfort and motivation, and in Kerry,
Max found a caring new owner with whom he could finally explore the outdoors on long, rambling walks.

I’m wondering how many more f*cking ‘phases’ I have to endure before my children become civilised
and functioning members of society? It seems like people have been telling me ‘it’s just a phase!’ for
the last fifteen bloody years. Not sleeping through the night is ‘just a phase.’ Potty training and the
associated accidents ‘is just a phase’. The tantrums of the terrible twos are ‘just a phase’. The picky
eating, the back chat, the obsessions. The toddler refusals to nap, the teenage inability to leave their
beds before 1pm without a rocket being put up their arse. The endless singing of Frozen songs, the
dabbing, the weeks where apparently making them wear pants was akin to child torture. All ‘just
phases!’ When do the ‘phases’ end though? WHEN?
Mummy dreams of a quirky rural cottage with roses around the door and chatty chickens in the garden.
Life, as ever, is not going quite as she planned. Paxo, Oxo and Bisto turn out to be highly
rambunctious, rather than merely chatty, and the roses have jaggy thorns. Her precious moppets are
now giant teenagers, and instead of wittering at her about who would win in a fight – a dragon badger
or a ninja horse – they are Snapchatting the night away, stropping around the tiny cottage and
communicating mainly in grunts – except when they are demanding Ellen provides taxi services in the
small hours. And there is never, but never, any milk in the house. At least the one thing they can all
agree on is that rescued Barry the Wolfdog may indeed be The Ugliest Dog in the World, but he is also
the loveliest.

It took nearly six years for Kerry’s life to get back on track – he retrained as a locksmith and Max became
an official therapy dog – and eventually it only seemed right to add to their new family with Paddy, a
mischievous and excitable Springer puppy. Now, the trio document their adventures on their successful
Facebook page and regularly arrange charity walks – raising money to help others through their darkest
days.

Then the Fish
Swallowed Him
Amir Ahmadi Arian
9780008384180
March 26, 2020
Trade paperback (UK)
Modern & Contemporary
Fiction (post C 1945)
£14.99

A powerful and harrowing psychological portrayal of an individual struggle against the state written in
the tradition of The Stranger and 1984, Then the Fish Swallowed Him is an urgent expose of how
power can bend reality and the people forced to live within its parameters.
Yunus Turabi, a bus driver in Tehran, leads an unremarkable life. A solitary man since the unexpected
deaths of his father and mother years ago, he is decidedly apolitical—even during the driver’s strike
and its bloody end. But everyone has their breaking point, and Yunus has reached his.
Handcuffed and blindfolded, he is taken to the infamous Evin prison for political dissidents. Inside this
stark, strangely ordered world, his fate becomes entwined with Hajj Saeed, his personal interrogator.
The two develop a disturbing yet interdependent relationship, with each playing his assigned role in a
high stakes psychological game of cat and mouse, where Yunus endures a mind-bending cycle of
solitary confinement and interrogation. In their startlingly intimate exchanges, Yunus’s life begins to
unfold—from his childhood memories growing up in a freer Iran to his heartbreaking betrayal of his only
friend. As Yunus struggles to hold on to his sanity and evade Saeed’s increasingly undeniable
accusations, he must eventually make an impossible choice: continue fighting or submit to the system
of lies upholding Iran’s power.
Gripping, startling, and masterfully told, Then the Fish Swallowed Him is a haunting story of life under
despotism.

Jacket to be
Revealed

ADRIENNE MILLER
9780062682413

BETTY LIU
9780062854728

LUKAS VOLGER
9780062883599

CHAMAN LAL
9789353028497

BEN LYNCH
9780062698155

HARDBACK

HARDBACK

HARDBACK

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£20

£25

£25

£12.99

£12.99

CATHLEEN BARNHART
9780062888938

MEGAN REID, NICK GREENE
9780062936332

JOLENE BRIGHTEN
9780062847096

HARDBACK

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

JACK H. LUCAS, D.K. DRUM,
BOB DOLE
9780062795625

TREVOR MOAWAD, ANDY
STAPLES
9780062947123

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

HARDBACK

£11.99

£22

£12.99

£9.99

£12.99

JASON REZAIAN
9780062691583

SARAH BETH DURST
9780062955418

LAN YAN, SAM TAYLOR
9780062899811

DAMON YOUNG
9780062684318

CARRIE UNDERWOOD
9780062690913

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

HARDBACK

£12.99

£9.99

£12.99

£12.99

£25

Reference

LAKE DISTRICT POCKET MAP
Collins Maps
Handy little full colour map of the Lake District. Detailed mapping and tourist information for
the whole of the Lake District national park. Excellent value and very detailed for its size.

Key features of this map include:
• Clear mapping at a scale of 2.5 miles to 1 inch / 1.8 km to 1 cm
• Tourist attractions located and described
• Ideal for touring whether on a bus, bike or car
• Sights, places to stay, cafe/restaurant, things to do all on the map
• Index to places of interest and place names
Essential for those planning a trip around the English lakes.

STOP
PRESS!
9780008383046
February 06, 2020
Sheet Map
Collins Maps

£2.99

WILD ATLANTIC WAY: WHERE TO EAT AND
STAY
John McKenna and Sally McKenna
Elemental, enchanting and inspiring, the Wild Atlantic Way is Ireland’s first long distance touring
route, stretching the length of the West Coast of Ireland.

This unique guide makes sure that at every stage and stop of the way, you will find the most
creative chefs, the best hotels, the cosiest pubs, the best local foods and the most acclaimed
destinations.
Fully updated for 2020 and now includes guidelines to prices for meals and accommodation.

Jacket to be Revealed

Jacket to be Revealed
9780008382889
March 05, 2020
Paperback
Collins Reference
Collins

£9.99

Su Doku Challenge
book 3

Crossword Challenge
Book 3

Collins Puzzles

Collins Puzzles

9780008343842

9780008343859

March 05, 2020
B-format paperback
Sudoku & Number Puzzles

March 05, 2020
B-format paperback
Crosswords

£5.99

£5.99

Are you up to the challenge of 200 new Su Doku puzzles, arranged in easy, medium and difficult
categories?

Test your linguistic abilities with 200 new quick crossword puzzles, designed to challenge your word
power and general knowledge?

Keep your mind sharp and test your powers of deductive reasoning. Ideal for whiling away those long
commutes, travelling on holiday or relaxing at home.

Keep your mind sharp and improve your word power at the same time. Ideal for whiling away those
long commutes, travelling on holiday or relaxing at home. Solve the wordplay clues using your general
knowledge and language skills.

Wordsearch Challenge
book 3
Collins Puzzles

Collins Mandarin
Chinese Essential
Dictionary

9780008343866

Collins Dictionaries
9780008359850

March 05, 2020
B-format paperback
Trivia & Quiz Question
Books

March 05, 2020
A-format paperback
Bilingual & Multilingual
Dictionaries

£5.99

£7.99

Will you accept the challenge of 200 new thematic word searches, perfect for whiling away your
downtime, on the commute, on holiday or relaxing at home?

A handy, affordable Chinese to English and English to Chinese reference for every day, including a
guide to the most common expressions in both languages. Offers extensive and up-to-date coverage of
Chinese and English to travellers and learners at home, school or in the office.

Relax and give your brain a workout. Ideal for whiling away those long commutes, travelling on holiday
or relaxing at home. Can you find all of the words hidden in the thematic grids? Grab a pencil and
challenge yourself.

28,000 translations.
Designed for all those studying Mandarin Chinese who need maximum information in a handy travel
format.
Offers comprehensive and updated coverage of Chinese and English.
To help with the pronunciation of Chinese words, the dictionary includes Pinyin for all Chinese
headwords, translations, phrases and examples. Pinyin is the official phonetic system for transcribing
Chinese characters into the Roman alphabet, and is accepted in all Chinese-speaking countries.

A-Z London Street
Atlas

A-Z Big London Street
Atlas

Geographers’ A-Z Map Co
Ltd
9780008387990

Geographers’ A-Z Map Co
Ltd
9780008388003

March 05, 2020
Paperback / softback

March 05, 2020
Spiral bound

£6.99

£12.99

Navigate your way around London with this detailed and easy-to-use A-Z Street Atlas. First published in
1936, this iconic atlas is a trusted means of finding your way around the capital city.
The main mapping extends beyond Central London from Heathrow Airport to Chingford at a scale of
2.88 inches to 1 mile, featuring postcode districts, one-way streets, the Congestion Charging Zone and
Low Emission Zone.
The large-scale street map of Central London – at a scale of 5.75 inches to 1 mile – cover Regent’s
Park and Shoreditch, Chelsea and Vauxhall, Hyde Park and Bermondsey.
A comprehensive index lists streets, selected flats, walkways and places of interest, place, area and
junction names. Additional healthcare (hospitals, walk-in centres and hospices) and transport
connections (National Rail, London Tramlink, Docklands Light Railway, London Underground and
Overground stations, and River Bus pier) are indexed as well.
Also included are:
• Overview map of the Congestion Charging Zone
• West End Theatre map
• London Connections rail services map
• London Underground map

Large scale A-Z street mapping of London. This A4 street atlas offers the perfect combination of
coverage and clarity, the area covered ranges from Heathrow Airport all the way to Chingford at a scale
of 4.25 inches to 1 mile, while a detailed map of Central London is at a larger scale of 8.5 inches to 1
mile.
The mapping features transport connections, places of interest, public buildings, postcode districts,
one-way streets, Congestion and Low Emission Zones
This comprehensive street atlas of London also includes:
• An overview map of the Congestion Charging Zone
• West End Theatre and Cinema maps
• The London Rail & Tube Services Map
• London Underground map
A comprehensive index lists streets, selected flats, walkways and places of interest, place, area and
junction names. Additional healthcare (hospitals, walk-in centres and hospices) and transport (National
Rail, London Tramlink, Docklands Light Railway, London Underground and Overground stations, and
River Bus pier) are indexed as well.

A-Z Blackpool Pocket Street
Map
Geographers’ A-Z Map Co Ltd
9780008388041
February 06, 2020
Sheet map, folded
£2.99

A-Z Oxford Pocket Street Map
Geographers’ A-Z Map Co Ltd
9780008388058
February 06, 2020
Paperback / softback

£2.99

A-Z Brighton Pocket Street
Map
Geographers’ A-Z Map Co Ltd
9780008388065
February 06, 2020
Sheet map, folded

A-Z Exeter Pocket Street Map
Geographers’ A-Z Map Co Ltd
9780008388072
February 06, 2020
Sheet map, folded

£2.99

£2.99

A-Z Leeds Pocket Street Map
Geographers’ A-Z Map Co Ltd
9780008388089
March 05, 2020
Sheet map, folded

Cornwall A-Z Visitors’ Map
Geographers’ A-Z Map Co Ltd
9780008388133
February 06, 2020
Paperback / softback

Wales A-Z Visitors’ Map
Geographers’ A-Z Map Co Ltd
9780008388140
February 06, 2020
Paperback / softback

East Anglia A-Z Visitors’ Map
Geographers’ A-Z Map Co Ltd
9780008388157
February 06, 2020
Paperback / softback

£5.99

£5.99

£5.99

Lake District A-Z Visitors’ Map
Geographers’ A-Z Map Co Ltd
9780008388126
February 06, 2020
Paperback / softback
£5.99

A-Z Sheffield Pocket Street
Map
Geographers’ A-Z Map Co Ltd
9780008388096
March 05, 2020
Paperback / softback

£2.99

£2.99

Jacket to be
Revealed

A-Z Cardiff Pocket Street Map
Geographers’ A-Z Map Co Ltd
9780008388102
March 05, 2020
Sheet map, folded
£2.99

A-Z Chichester Pocket Street
Map
Geographers’ A-Z Map Co Ltd
9780008388119
March 05, 2020
Sheet map, folded
£2.99

Jacket to be
Revealed

Jacket to be
Revealed

Collins Cambridge English –
Practice Tests for A2 Key for
Schools (KET)
Sarah Jane Lewis
9780008367558
March 19, 2020
Trade paperback (US)

Collins Cambridge English –
Practice Tests for B1
Preliminary
Peter Travis
9780008367480
March 19, 2020
Trade paperback (US)
£21.99

£21.99

Jacket to be
Revealed

Jacket to be
Revealed

Coast to Coast Adventure
Atlas
Geographers’ A-Z Map Co Ltd
9780008388010
March 05, 2020
Paperback / softback

Hadrian’s Wall Path Adventure
Atlas
Geographers’ A-Z Map Co Ltd
9780008388027
March 05, 2020
Paperback / softback

Offa’s Dyke Path Adventure
Atlas
Geographers’ A-Z Map Co Ltd
9780008388034
March 05, 2020
Paperback / softback

£8.99

£8.99

£8.99

Jacket to be
Revealed

Collins Work on Your… –
Accent
Helen Ashton, Sarah
Shepherd
9780008375478
March 19, 2020
Paperback / softback
£16.99

Jacket to be
Revealed

Collins School Atlas for
Trinidad and Tobago
9780008361907
March 05, 2020
Paperback / softback

Collins Social Studies Atlas
for the Bahamas Workbook
9780008361914
March 05, 2020
Paperback / softback

£8.99

£6.99

COLLINS LATIN ESSENTIAL
DICTIONARY
COLLINS DICTIONARIES
9780008377380
MARCH 05, 2020
A-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£5.99

Education

Jacket to be
Revealed

COLLINS CAMBRIDGE
INTERNATIONAL AS & A
LEVEL –DRAMA
MIKE GOULD, EMMA HOLLISBROWN, HOLLY BARRADELL
9780008326142
MARCH 01, 2020

COLLINS CAMBRIDGE
IGCSE™ –DRAMA
TEACHER’S GUIDE
EMMA HOLLIS-BROWN, GAIL
DEAL
9780008353681
MARCH 01, 2020

COLLINS CAMBRIDGE
IGCSE™ –DRAMA
STUDENT’S BOOK
MIKE GOULD, REBEKAH
BEATTIE
9780008353698
MARCH 01, 2020

TRADE PAPERBACK (US)

TRADE PAPERBACK (US)

TRADE PAPERBACK (US)

£100.00

£23.99

£27.99

Jacket to be
Revealed

COLLINS CAMBRIDGE IGCSE™ MALAY AS A FOREIGN
LANGUAGE TEACHER’S GUIDE
9780008364489
MARCH 19, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

COLLINS CAMBRIDGE
IGCSE™ –MALAY AS A
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
STUDENT’S BOOK
9780008364465
MARCH 19, 2020

COLLINS CAMBRIDGE
IGCSE™ –MALAY AS A
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
WORKBOOK
9780008364472
MARCH 19, 2020

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£25.99

£8.99

Jacket to be
Revealed

MY LIFE – KEY STAGE 1
PRIMARY PSHE HANDBOOK
VICTORIA PUGH, KATE
DANIELS, KAREN THOMSON
9780008378882
MARCH 11, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£70.00

Jacket to be
Revealed

£150.00

STUDENT BOOK FOR SQA EXAMS
– HIGHER GEOGRAPHY COURSE
NOTES (SECOND EDITION)
SHEENA WILLIAMSON, FIONA
WILLIAMSON, LECKIE
9780008383480
MARCH 02, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£19.99

STUDENT BOOK FOR SQA
EXAMS – HIGHER PHYSICS
STUDENT BOOK (SECOND
EDITION)
DAVID MCLEAN, LECKIE
9780008384395
MARCH 09, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£22.99

STUDENT BOOK FOR SQA
EXAMS – HIGHER CHEMISTRY
STUDENT BOOK (SECOND
EDITION)
TOM SPEIRS, BOB WILSON,
LECKIE
9780008384401
MARCH 16, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£22.99

COURSE NOTES FOR SQA EXAMS –
HIGHER DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE
COURSE NOTES (SECOND EDITION)
RICHARD KNOX, KIRSTY MCDERMID,
STUART MCGOUGAN, SCOTT
URQUHART, LECKIE
9780008384418
MARCH 23, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£19.99

Children’s

THE BEAST OF BUCKINGHAM PALACE

David Walliams
Fly into a fiery and fantastical future with No. 1 bestselling author David Walliams, in an epic
adventure of myth and legend, good and evil, and one small boy who must save the world…

Illustrated by the artistic genius Tony Ross!
It is 2120 and London is in ruins.
The young Prince Alfred has never known a life outside Buckingham Palace – but when strange
goings-on breach its walls and stalk the corridors in the dead of night, he is thrust into a world of
mystery, adventure and monsters.
And when his mother, the Queen, is dragged away to the Tower of London, Alfred must screw up
his courage and battle to save her, himself… and the entire city.
In a future of myths and legends, join the bestselling David Walliams and venture forth into his
most enthralling tale yet!

STOP
PRESS!
9780008262174
November 21, 2019
Hardback
HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks

£14.99

The Crayons’ Christmas Downloadable Assets
Available through Indie Thinking!
independentthinking@harpercollins.co.uk
Event Poster

Poster

Double-sided Ornaments

x4
-

Activity Sheets
Make a card
Spot the difference
Maze
Drawing Activity

ISBN for bookmarks –
9780007981250
Pack of 20
Pink areas glow in the dark.

The Kid Who Came From Space
POS
ISBN for display
pack – 9780007982257
Contains: standee
& three piece
hanging set

Feb 06,
2020

- Standee
- Wrapping
Paper/Activity Sheet
(TBC)

PB
Jacket

Starfell Event Pack
9780007977970

Each February, HarperCollins Children’s
Books celebrates the writing of Michael
Morpurgo, one of Britain’s best loved
storytellers.
Our aim is to take children on a journey
through Michael’s wonderful stories,
whether it is discovering him for the first
time, or finding the books they haven’t yet
read.
Throughout the month, we focus on different
themes and explore a specially curated
selection of his books.
Downloadable poster – Indie Thinking

Bigger and better in 2020!
In 2020 we want to make Michael Morpurgo Month better than ever with more
and more children participating throughout the UK.

To reach consumers we will secure a national media partner, reach teachers
through print and digital advertising and provide POS to bookshops and libraries.

We will provide:
• Activities and resources
• Posters and bookmarks

• Digital content
• Words from Michael himself to inspire readers to explore his rich and emotional
stories
• 60% discount on backlist titles

2020 Themes
Tales of the Sea

Times of War

Classics Retold
Animal Adventures

A PERCY THE PARK KEEPER STORY – ONE
SPRINGY DAY
Nick Butterworth
Celebrate 30 years of the Percy the Park Keeper and his animal friends with this brand new title in
the 9-million-copy best-selling series from highly regarded author Nick Butterworth!

The Fox is playing hide-and-seek with Percy and the animals of the park. He’s got a great hiding
place in Percy’s workshop but hasn’t noticed that there is a pot of strong glue dangerously close by
and soon finds himself in an embarrassingly sticky situation! What can Percy do to help?
Includes a surprise fold-out page!

9780008279899
March 19, 2020
Paperback / softback
HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks
Picture Books

£6.99

BLOOM
Nicola Skinner, Flavia Sorrentino
A beautifully written, incredibly original and wickedly funny novel for readers of 10 and older –
BLOOM is for everyone who has ever felt like they didn’t fit in, and for anyone who has ever
wanted a little more colour and wildness in their lives…
Sorrel Fallowfield is growing up – in a REALLY surprising way…
Sorrel Fallowfield is so good at being good that teachers come to her when they need help
remembering the school rules – and there are LOTS.
Luckily, Sorrel doesn’t have any trouble following them, until the day she discovers a faded packet
of Surprising Seeds buried under a tree in her backyard.
Now she’s hearing voices, seeing things, experiencing an almost unstoppable urge to plant the
Seeds in some very unusual places… and completely failing to win her school’s competition to find
The Most Obedient Child of the School.
And all that’s before flowers start growing out of her head…

9780008297404
March 05, 2020
B-format paperback
HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks
Fantasy & Magical Realism (Children's /
Teenage)

£6.99

HERE WE ARE
Oliver Jeffers
#1 New York Times Bestseller and #1 TIME Best Book of the Year for 2017. Audio Production
Awards, Audio Performer of the Year – Gold Winner, 2018

This book and CD edition of the exquisite and thought-provoking Here We Are comes with
heartfelt, award-winning audio, read by the internationally best-selling creator himself, Oliver
Jeffers!
Well, hello.
And welcome to this Planet.
We call it Earth.
Our world can be a bewildering place, especially if you’ve only just got here. Your head will be
filled with questions, so let’s explore what makes our planet and how we live on it. From land and
sky, to people and time, these notes can be your guide and start you on your journey. And you’ll
figure lots of things out for yourself. Just remember to leave notes for everyone else… Some
things about our planet are pretty complicated, but things can be simple, too: you’ve just got to be
kind.
Here We Are is the utterly heartfelt new book from Oliver Jeffers. We’re glad you found it.
“An optimistic snapshot of contemporary life, this heartfelt hug of a book ought to become a
classic” The Guardian

9780008354749
March 05, 2020
Mixed media product
HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks
Picture Books

£9.99

THE SECRET GARDEN: THE STORY OF THE
MOVIE
Linda Chapman
A magical and heart-warming novelisation based on the brand-new Secret Garden movie out in
cinemas spring 2020.

Frances Hodgson Burnett’s classic story has been vividly brought to life on the big screen by
award-winning writer Jack Thorne (Harry Potter and the Cursed Child), producer David Heyman
(Harry Potter, Fantastic Beasts, Paddington) and BAFTA-winning actors Julie Walters and Colin
Firth.
Children will love this official novelisation of the film and will be gripped by ten-year-old Mary’s epic
journey from India to the Yorkshire Moors where she discovers a magical secret garden with the
power to change lives.

Jacket
TBC

9780008340070
March 05, 2020
B-format paperback
HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks
Historical Fiction (Children's / Teenage)

£5.99

THE SECRET GARDEN: MOVIE STICKER
ACTIVITY BOOK
A fantastic sticker activity book based on the new hit family movie, The Secret Garden, out spring
2020.
Frances Hodgson Burnett’s classic story has been vividly brought to life on the big screen by
award-winning writer Jack Thorne (Harry Potter and the Cursed Child), producer David Heyman
(Harry Potter, Fantastic Beasts, Paddington) and award-winning actors Julie Walters and Colin
Firth.
Packed with puzzles, sticker scenes, character fact files and stunning photography from the movie,
this great sticker activity book will keep fans of the film and of Frances Hodgson Burnett’s classic
tale busy for hours.
Includes:
Over a hundred stickers
A build-your-own 3D mini card secret garden
Pop-out card characters of Mary, Dickon, Colin and Hector the dog

Jacket
TBC

9780008340094
March 05, 2020
Paperback / softback
HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks
Interactive & Activity Books & Packs

£7.99

THE SECRET GARDEN
Frances Hodgson Burnett, Adelina Lirius
A gloriously illustrated new edition of the classic story, retold for the young and young at heart.
Open the door and enter a world of wonder…

Mary Lennox has grown up in India, in a world of colour and light. So, when she is orphaned and
sent back to England to live with her Uncle in his grey and gloomy mansion, it seems she will
never be happy again.
But a mysterious cry in the dark, and a hidden gate in an overgrown garden, may lead her to the
greatest happiness she has ever known.
The classic story from Frances Hodgson Burnett is here gloriously illustrated and retold for readers
both young and young at heart.
Open the door to the classic reborn for a new generation just in time to watch the new film.

Jacket
TBC

9780008366711
March 05, 2020
Paperback / softback
HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks
Picture Storybooks

£6.99

THE SECRET GARDEN: MARY’S JOURNAL
Featuring full colour interiors with stills from The Secret Garden film and unique content, Mary
notes her thoughts and feelings, as well as making observations about the world around her.
It will open the reader’s eyes to the themes of The Secret Garden and how nature may be more
connected to our lives than we think.
Launching globally in Spring 2020, The Secret Garden will be a fantastical reimagining of the
timeless classic by Frances Hodgson Burnett. Screenplay written by Jack Thorne (Harry Potter
and the Cursed Child, Wonder).
When 10-year-old orphan Mary Lennox is sent to live with her reclusive uncle Archibald (Colin
Firth) and his strict housekeeper Mrs. Medlock (Julie Walters) in a mysterious Yorkshire manor,
she feels lost and lonely. Her curiosity and determination lead her to explore the war-ravaged
house. While roaming the grounds she discovers an enchanted and boundless garden that has
been hidden for years and reflects her limitless imagination. With local boy Dickon, her sick cousin
Colin, and a playful stray dog, Mary embraces this world of wonder, unlocking secrets from the
past and discovering a whole new life of hope and friendship.

Jacket
TBC

9780008381493
March 05, 2020
Hardback
HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks
Classic Fiction (Children's / Teenage)

£12.99

BING – BING MY
REWARD CHART
STICKER ACTIVITY
BOOK

LOTTIE LUNA (2) –
LOTTIE LUNA AND
THE TWILIGHT PARTY
Vivian French, Nathan Reed
9780008343019

9780008382131
March 05, 2020
Paperback / softback
Sticker & Stamp Books
£5.99

A fantastic Bing reward chart sticker book that will encourage good behaviour in preschoolers.
Reward little ones with Bing stickers for completing everyday tasks such as tidying up, sharing, brushing
their teeth and toilet training. The stickers are reusable so once they’ve filled in their chart for the week,
you can pull them off and use them again the following week.

March 05, 2020
B-format paperback
Fantasy & Magical Realism
(Children's / Teenage)
£6.99

A brand new young fiction series by much-loved children’s author, Vivian French and illustrated by Nathan
Reed.
Meet werewolf extraordinaire… Lottie Luna.
Lottie Luna is a werewolf. She’s super-fast, super-strong and has X-ray vision. Lottie doesn’t really like to
use her skills, though – she just wants to be like everyone else. But when it’s her friend Marjory’s birthday,
Lottie sees a way she can use her special powers to get her the biggest surprise ever…

THE PRINCESS RULES
Philippa Gregory
9780008339791

COLLINS MICHELIN ISPY GUIDES – I-SPY
EVERY VEHICLE ON
THE ROAD

March 05, 2020
B-format paperback
Traditional Stories
(Children's / Teenage)

i-SPY

£6.99

£2.99

Princess Florizella may live in a classic fairy-tale world, but she’s no ordinary princess…
These three stories were originally published under the titles Princess Florizella, Princess Florizella and
the Wolves and Princess Florizella and the Giant.
They were originally dedicated to her daughter but have been reimagined in this edition which she has
dedicated to her grandchildren.
“Princess Florizella was friends with some of the princesses who had studied the Princess Rules, and
behaved just as the Rules said they should. Florizella thought their hair was lovely: so golden and so very
long. And their clothes were nice: so richly embroidered. And their shoes were delightful: so tiny and
handmade in silk. And their shoes were delightful: so tiny and handmade in silk. But their days bored her
to death…”
Instead, Princess Florizella rides her horse, Jellybean, all over the kingdom, having adventures of her
own…

9780008386559
March 19, 2020
Paperback / softback
Transport (Children's /
Teenage)

Jacket to be Revealed

Search for over 140 vehicles with this i-SPY guide. This fun activity book encourages kids to look closely
at transport, from trucks and cars to police motorbikes and caravans, in search of i-SPY points. A fun,
interactive way to encourage curious children to learn about the world around them.
What can you spot? Get i-SPYing with these features:
• Vibrant photographs
• Learn about vehicles of all shapes and sizes and how they’re used
• Points to score from common spots like taxis (10 points) to top spots such as rickshaw (35 points).
Children love these fun and fascinating i-SPY activity books – discover over 30 other i-SPY guides in the
series!

COLLINS PRIMARY
ATLASES – COLLINS
JUNIOR ATLAS
Collins Maps
9780008381516
March 05, 2020
Paperback / softback
Educational: Geography
£8.99

Fully revised and updated for 2020, this is an ideal world reference atlas for young primary school
geographers aged 9-11 years (Key stage 2). Published in association with the Geographical Association, it
enables children to learn about the world today and understand how maps and atlases work.
• The atlas is organised into sections covering the UK, Europe, the world and continents with more
detailed larger scale maps of countries and regions popular for focus studies.
• It includes topics such as climate, population, migration, trade and environmental issues, such as global
warming.
• Topographical based mapping helps the young geographer understand the processes which take place
during the formation of the earth’s landscapes.
• The reference mapping is designed for maximum clarity and accessibility, and is supported by
photographs and data boxes, with detailed map keys and scale information on each map.

• Specially selected topic maps give additional information linking to knowledge and understanding of
distant places.
• Tables of key world country data include an Ecological Footprint figure for each country.
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